
Manchester Build to Rent Forum
Key discussion points

The session led by Eversheds Sutherland, Colliers, Salford City Council 
and Muse Developments highlighted several interesting and important 
topics relating to the growth of the BTR / PRS market. These topics are 
summarised below. We are eager to explore opportunities and continue 
this discussion with you and your organisation so please contact 
Michael Buchanan or Thomas Hemmings to arrange an informal 
meeting with our team.

Premium Rent for BTR as opposed to 
traditional buy to let
 - Recent research from Colliers shows 

that there is a 10% premium on rents 
for wholly owned and professionally 
managed residential blocks as 
opposed to traditional Buy-To-Let 
property

 - The premium rent applies regardless 
of whether or not any amenities 
(e.g. pool or gym) are provided.  The 
appeal of the BTR product appears 
to be more about professional 
management of schemes.

Amenities 
 - The view was that the market may 

develop so there are different 
types of BTR product with different 
levels of amenities - some will have 
more amenities such as pool, gym, 
communal lounge and others will 
have lesser amenities (e.g. just Wi-Fi 
and concierge to take parcel delivery) 
This diversity all depends on tenant 
demand / price pointing of an area

 - One of the attractions of city centre 
living is the proximity to specialist 
amenities such as gyms and 
restaurants so BTR developments 
located in these locations may not 
need their own amenities

 - Developers have been influenced 
by the traditional American models 
which provide a full range of 
communal amenities. These models 
were determined by their location 
usually being a long distance from the 
nearest city centre. The requirements 
for amenities for BTR property is 
different where BTR schemes are 
located in a city centre.

Planning guidance in Manchester/
Salford
 - Manchester/Greater Manchester is 

a different market to London. Chris 
Findley of Salford Council expressed 
the view that at present there will 
not be any policy for Manchester 
that is similar to the London pathway 
through planning system (i.e. London 
proposing covenant to use as BTR for 
minimum of 15 years/clawback).
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Viability
 - The GDV that investors are willing to pay is 

being affected by a perceived disconnect 
between rental and capital values, possibly 
owing to the lack of a critical mass of 
success stories in the market 

 - Both build costs and land prices are key 
challenges to viability

 - Investors are eager to ensure that 
developers are using a reputable contractor 
however this can increase construction 
costs as there is a limited pool of 
contractors who can deliver big schemes.
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Market for BTR – not just “Generation Rent”
 - The market demand for BTR is not only 

driven by single professionals (“generation 
rent”)

 - Families and older people/downsizers also 
need BTR and for it to be located in a city 
centre.

Quality of product/creation of neighbour/
place
 - A key concern for planners is to ensure 

quality of build (including regeneration e.g. 
in Salford and Manchester) and that BTR 
developments form part of a successful 
place and neighbourhood.

Expected growth of BTR in Manchester
 - Anticipated economic growth, especially in 

Manchester, means no shortage of tenants 
and increased demand for housing including 
BTR schemes.

Management of BTR schemes – possible 
emergence of BTR specialist investors
 - Currently there are very few specialist BTR 

investor-operators in the market, partly due 
to institutions avoiding the reputational risk 
of management

 - Investors tend to separate themselves from 
the risk of bad publicity by using agents/
third party operators to manage BTR 
schemes

 - If investors keep ownership of BTR property 
in the medium to long term (10 years plus) 
the management and operation of the BTR 
property is likely to be moved in-house to 
avoid the costs of agents’/operators fees.
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Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) concerns
 - The 3% surcharge for owning more than 

one residential property impacts on 
investors who own BTR developments

 - The structure of the funding arrangement 
with the developer can reduce this liability 
(i.e. forward funding where land purchased 
up-front prior to development)

 - For developers SDLT is just another 
development cost.
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